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Coronavirus (Covid-19) Procurement Advice 2

To aid buyers across the UK public sector, BiP Solutions’ Procurement Advice and Support Service (PASS) is 
providing a range of resources designed to help buyers navigate the current challenges: ensuring that they are able to 
work effectively, compliantly and responsively in a dynamic and fast-changing environment.

Our materials will cover a wide and diverse range of information – from official guidances, including Procurement 
Policy Notes (PPNs) from the UK and Scottish Governments; to advice from the National Assembly for Wales and the 
Northern Ireland Assembly; to articles, opinion pieces and blogs from our own PASS consultants; and to anything else 
we feel will help in the coming weeks and months.

We will also be running webinars and online events to cover specific issues, including the use of the Urgency 
provisions within the Regulations, securing your supply chain and using Frameworks and DPS in urgent situations. 
The first of these webinars will be hosted on Thursday 26 March at 11am when we will be looking at the use of 
Regulation 32 in general, considering not only when the use of Urgency may be appropriate but also how it can be
utilised to extend on certain current contracts. You can register for this webinar by clicking here.

PASS also has eLearning modules available to support procurement knowledge.

Today we are bringing you the latest information from the Cabinet Office, in the form of a Procurement Policy Note on 
Supplier Relief due to Covid-19: 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/874178/
PPN_02_20_Supplier_Relief_due_to_Covid19.pdf

This PPN provides a clear explanation for public bodies on payment of their suppliers, to ensure service continuity 
during and after the current Covid-19 outbreak.

The danger for contracting authorities is that many suppliers will struggle to meet their contractual obligations. This will 
put their financial viability, ability to retain staff and supply chains at risk. 

The PPN therefore suggests that contracting authorities should act to support suppliers at risk, so they are better able 
to cope with the current crisis and to resume normal service delivery and fulfil their contractual obligations when the 
outbreak is over.
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Among the key points, it advises contracting authorities to:

• Urgently review their contracts portfolio and inform suppliers who they believe are at risk that they will   
 continue to be paid as normal (even if service delivery is disrupted or temporarily suspended) until at least the  
 end of June.
 
• Put in place the most appropriate payment measures to support supplier cash flow; this might include a range  
 of approaches such as forward ordering, payment in advance/prepayment, interim payments and payment on  
 order (not receipt).

 o If the contract involves payment by results then payment should be on the basis of previous invoices,  
  for example the average monthly payment over the previous three months. 

 o To qualify, suppliers should agree to act on an open book basis and make cost data available to   
  the contracting authority during this period. They should continue to pay employees and flow down  
  funding to their subcontractors.

• Ensure invoices submitted by suppliers are paid immediately on receipt (reconciliation can take place in   
 slower time) in order to maintain cash flow in the supply chain and protect jobs.

It is also suggested that where suppliers are unable to fulfil their contractual obligations, due to action taken elsewhere 
in the public sector, contracting authorities can, where appropriate, deploy the capacity of those contractors to other 
areas of need.

In doing so, it is important, however, that the contracting authority operates within the scope of the contract and 
Regulation 72 of the Public Contracts Regulations 2015, as referenced in the previous Procurement Policy Note on 
Responding to Covid-19 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/873521/PPN_01-
20_-_Responding_to_COVID19.v5__1_.pdf

which explains how buyers can use Regulation 32(2)(c) to procure goods, services and works in circumstances of 
extreme urgency.

If we can assist you in any way with further guidance and advice on implementing Supplier Relief or the use of 
Regulation 72, or if you need any other procurement-related support, you can fill out our quick enquiry form or call us 
on 0845 270 7055.

For further information on all PASS services, simply visit our website.

All information provided in this article is given in good faith. However, to the extent that any actions are taken in relation to matters concerning 
procurement, the above article does not constitute legal advice to you. The contents of these articles are not to be construed as legal advice or 
as a substitute for such advice, which you should obtain from your own legal advisors if required. We are not and shall not be held responsible for 
anything done or not done by you as a result of the information provided.
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